7 Sensational Herbs for Dream Recollection, Flying, & Spirit Communication

February 1, 2015

Stephanie Lucas
1. Xhosa Dream Root – Vivid and Prophetic Dreams

You may find this herb labeled as its technical name Silene Capensis or as ‘undlela zimhlophe’, a ‘teaching plant’ and considered highly sacred, shamans traditionally use Xhosa dream roots to promote lucid dream states in healers and other shamans during initiation ceremonies. If you aspire for more vivid and profound dreams of this herb a shot – literally. You mix this in small amounts with water typically and consume, but it can be bitter, so the ‘shot’ form is recommended.

2. Celastrus Paniculatus – The Elixir of Life

While this dreaming herb may sound like a spell Harry Potter would use, this amazing gift more than lucid dreams. It’s known for promoting longevity, sharpening the mind and memory, and aiding in concentration. This is perhaps why this herb is promoted to assist with ADD-type disorders, prevent epileptic seizures, and to aid in memory recollection. Essentially, you benefit during the waking hours, and the herb keeps working while you sleep.
3. Blue Lotus – Mind Body Spirit Herb

A favorite used in yogic practices and meditation, the blue lotus is considered to be a source and possessor of the universe’s highest sacred energies in Hinduism. However, this relaxing herb promotes lucid dreaming states. This is also highly recommended for insomnia sufferers by many holistic healers. Typically consumed by smoking, in elixirs, and steeped in teas, if you have trouble dreaming, blue lotus, aka Nymphaea Caerulea, may help.

4. Wild Asparagus Root – Fly by Night

Reported to be SO effective at allowing one to fly in their dreams, many herbalists will advise against its use at all if you are not seeking to fly in your dream states. Also known as Asparagus Lucidus or Cochinensis, many Taoists use and report many users soaring through the skies and all across the universe and even into alternate realities. Sweet and slightly bitter, most prefer to make a tea with this herb, and an additional ‘side-effect’ reported of regular wild asparagus root consumption is softer, more supple skin. Flying and skin benefits – ladies, this is YOUR dream herb!

5. African Dream Bean – Master Spirit Connections

Known to promote euphoric lucid dreaming states, Entada Rheedii, or African Dream Bean is used by a number of tribes and cultures around Asia, Australia, and India. Often used in magic and rituals to proved users good luck, many find spirit communications are more accessible. This dreaming herb is typically dried and smoked, but some people get results by eating the bean’s internal seeds.
6. Mexican Tarragon – Grow a Garden of Herbs for Dreaming

Growing lovely flowering Mexican Tarragon can have you dreaming nightly and leave you with some eye candy in your herb garden. These Mexican Marigolds as they are also known, are an intrinsic part of Día de los Muertos festivities and are pretty commonly used as a spice. However, as a dreaming herb, one typically dries it for teas and smoking, but it can be burned as a bedtime incense to promote vivid images and dream recollection. Also revered for its anti-viral properties, these herbs for dreaming can be used in antiseptic solutions and essential oils.

7. Mugwort – A Versatile Dreaming Herb

Also called Artemisia Vulgaris, this long time staple in Europe is superior for treating stomatitis and often helps one heal while dreaming. Some users report having darker dreams that reveal and mend from past hurts and experiences. Sweet and floral in scent, Mugwort is excellent for use in essential oils, teas, and for its aromatic qualities during ceremonies and meditation practices.

Have any other herbs for dreaming we can add to our list of favorites or suggestions for uses and recipes? Talk to us in the comments!
Marijuana Becomes Legal in Washington, DC at Midnight

The residents of the District voted for it. Congressional Republicans couldn’t stop it. An...
At midnight, it becomes legal to possess, grow, and consume small amounts of marijuana in the nation’s capital. An initiative passed with the support of 70% of DC voters goes into effect.

Republicans efforts to block the law have been to no avail. Congress passed a budget bill that blocked the District from spending money on easing marijuana laws—and that has stopped the District council from moving forward with a bill to tax and regulate marijuana commerce—that came after voters had already approved the legalization measure, Initiative 71.

After DC officially forwarded the November election result to Congress last month, it had 30 days to act to block the legalization initiative. It failed to do so, and the 30-day period ended today.

District officials, from Mayor Muriel Bowser to Police Chief Cathy Lanier, have signaled that they intend to heed the will of the voters.

“DC residents spoke loud and clear,” Bowser said at an event Tuesday with the council where she and other city leaders vowed to carry out the new law.

The city has even produced a Q & A pamphlet that seeks to clarify exactly what is and is not allowed under Initiative 71.

That is particularly useful because this is legalization with some caveats. Adults 21 and over can possess up to two ounces of pot and grow up to six plants in their homes, of which no more than three can be flowering. They can also give (but not sell) up to an ounce to other adults.

But there is no public consumption allowed, and there is no provision for taxed and regulated marijuana sales. There will be no pot shops in DC—at least for now—although existing dispensaries will continue to operate to serve the medicinal market.

Anyone convicted of smoking or consuming pot in public faces a $500 fine and up to 60 days in jail time. Selling marijuana carries a $1,000 fine and six months jail time. And any business that lets patrons use pot could lose its license.

And the DC pot law does not apply on federal property. This is significant because 22% of the District is federal property. If you are caught with marijuana on the Mall or the Jefferson Memorial, for example, you will face federal marijuana charges.

DC now joins Alaska, Colorado, and Washington in having marijuana legalization in effect. In Oregon, where residents also voted to legalize it last November, the new law goes into effect
on July 1.

“The sky isn’t going to fall,” said Michael Collins, policy manager for the Drug Policy Alliance national affairs office, which worked closely with the DC Cannabis Campaign, the group that sponsored Initiative 71. “But there will be some confusion about what this means. It’s going to be very similar to other states that have legalized or are in the process. In those states, legalization went into effect and they didn’t have tax and regulate for months, and there was no chaos. There won’t be any chaos here, either.”

“I feel good,” said long-time legalization activist Adam Eidinger, the driving force behind Initiative 71. “I’ve stopped pinching myself.”

Still, Eidinger said, he had nothing special planned to mark the day. “We’ll plant some seeds, that’s about it,” he said.

He has certainly planted the seed of marijuana legalization in the nation’s capital, but there is more to be done, he said, pointing to the huge racial imbalance in DC pot arrests. Blacks accounted for 91% of all marijuana arrests in the city and were arrested at a rate eight times that of whites.

Anger over the disparate enforcement of the pot laws was key to winning the initiative. Multiple civil rights, faith, and community advocacy groups campaigned for Initiative 71, seeing it as an opportunity to redress racial injustice.

“Marijuana has been effectively legal in the affluent and white parts of the District west of 16th St for years,” said Bill Piper, head of the Drug Policy Alliance’s national office. “All Initiative 71 does is treat the black community the same way – no arrests for minor marijuana violations.”

But without full legalization, Eidinger said, racially-biased enforcement will continue.

“Home cultivation and possession begin to address the racial justice end of this, but that will not be fully addressed until we have in-store sales,” Eidinger said. “We will still have people selling marijuana illegally.”

The experience has also reawakened the DC political gadfly’s long-standing interest in home rule for the District.

“I’ve been very disturbed by the way Congress has been treating residents of the capital,” said. “The whole effort to overturn the initiative really opened my ears to how once and for all we have to have equal rights as a state. We’re planning a big push for home rule in the spring. That would benefit marijuana, too.”

But as earth-shaking as marijuana legalization in the shadow of the Capitol is, what is equally striking is the inability of Republican conservatives to stop it.
“The big story is not the DC legalized it,” said Collins, “but that the Republicans couldn’t stop this. They had 30 days to review this, they had the opportunity to hold a quick up and down vote, and they chose not to. The Republicans are split on this issue. A lot of them support marijuana reforms, and many more are not interested in being the anti-marijuana party.”

“There is simply no organized, significant group of members of Congress willing to waste time fighting against marijuana legalization, an issue that has become extremely popular with voters everywhere,” added Piper. “The Republican House voted five times last year to let states set their own marijuana policies. And the recent scandal over DNC chair Debbie Wasserman Schultz shows that it is opposition to marijuana reform that is now politically toxic.”

Now, the fight will turn to whether and how the District can move forward with taxation, regulation, and marijuana commerce. While they will be toking up in DC tonight, the battle is only half over.

Phillip Smith is editor of the AlterNet Drug Reporter and author of the Drug War Chronicle.

http://www.alternet.org/drugs/marijuana-legal-washington-dc-midnight?akid=12828.321917.9jfOdw&rd=1&src=newsletter1032447&t=9
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Zero Hedge – Ten Banks, Including JPM, Goldman, Deutsche, Barclays, SocGen And UBS, Probed For Gold Rigging

February 24, 2015 • by whatintheworld
No matter how many times the big banks are caught red-handed manipulating precious metals, some failed former Deutsche Bank prop-trader (you know who you are) will take a vociferous stand based on ad hominem attacks and zero facts that no, what you see in front of you is not precious metal rigging at all but a one-off event that has nothing to do with a criminal banking syndicate hell bent on taking advantage of anyone who is naive and dumb enough to still believe in fair and efficient markets.

The last time this happened was in November when we learned that “UBS Settles Over Gold Rigging, Many More Banks To Follow”, and sure enough many more banks did follow, because in Europe, where the stench of gold market manipulation stretches far beyond merely commercial banks, and rises through the central banks, namely the BOE and ECB, culminating with the Foreign Exchange & Gold at the BIS itself, all such allegations have to be promptly settled or else the discovery that the manipulation cartel in Europe involves absolutely everybody will shock and stun the world, which heretofore was led to believe that such things as gold market (not to be confused with Libor or FX) manipulation only exist in the paranoid delusions of tinfoil fringe-blogging lunatics.

However, as usually happens, someone always fails to read the memo that when it comes to gold-market manipulation one must i) find nothing at all incriminating if one is a paid spokesman for the entities doing the manipulation such as former CFTC-sellout Bart Chilton or ii) if one can’t cover it, then one must settle immediately or else the chain of revelations will implication everyone.

This time, that someone is the US Department of Justice, which as the WSJ just reported, is investigating at least 10 major banks for possible rigging of precious-metals markets. This is shockingly doing so “even though European regulators dropped a similar probe after fi
no evidence of wrongdoing, according to people close to the inquiries.” Of course, the reason why said probe was dropped in Europe is because it would have implicated virtually the entire trading desk at the biggest and most important European bank: Deustche Bank, as well as the biggest bank in Switzerland, UBS and UK’s own Barclays, reveal a manipulation cartel rivaling even that of Libor. And once traders at the commercial banks turned sides and squealed for the prospection, well then it would be the central banks’ turn next. Which is why it was imperative to bring this investigation to a quiet end.

But not in the US.

According to the WSJ, “prosecutors in the Justice Department’s antitrust division are scrutinizing the price-setting process for gold, silver, platinum and palladium in London, while the Commodity Futures Trading Commission has opened a civil investigation, these people said. The agencies have made initial requests for information, including a subpoena from CFTC to HSBC Holdings PLC related to precious-metals trading, the bank said in its annual report Monday.

HSBC also said the Justice Department sought documents related to the antitrust investigation in November. The two probes “are at an early stage,” the bank added, saying it is cooperating with U.S. regulators.

Who is involved in this latest gold-rigging scandal? Why everyone! … which makes it immediately obvious why the European regulator had to promptly cover up the whole affair. Under scrutiny are Bank of Nova Scotia, Barclays PLC, Credit Suisse Group AG, Deutsche Bank AG, Goldman Sachs Group Inc., J.P. Morgan Chase & Co., Société Générale SA, Standard Bank Group Ltd, UBS AG, according to one of the people close to the investigation.

Robert Hockett, a law professor at Cornell University, said it is “not particularly surprising” that the Justice Department is plowing ahead despite the decision by European regulators. Recent scrutiny of big banks’ operations in the physical commodities markets and criticism of the Justice Department’s financial-crisis track record make it “quite understandable” that the agency would investigate allegations of precious metals price-rigging.

Last year, the FCA fined Barclays £26 million ($40.2 million) for lax controls after one of its traders allegedly manipulated the gold fix at the expense of a client.

Swiss regulator Finma settled last year allegations of foreign-currency manipulation with UBS. The regulator said it found “serious misconduct” among precious-metals traders at UBS, including “front running,” or trading ahead of, the silver-fix orders of one client. A spokeswoman for UBS, which said at the time that it “instituted significant cultural and compliance changes,” declined further comment.

You mean to say that the banks that were for decades rigging Libor… and FX… and bonds… and stocks… oh, and gold, were let go with a slap on the wrist and a promise to “change their and not to do it again? Yup, that’s exactly right.
So what happens next? Well, we finally will find just how much of a banker-controlled muppet the so-called US attorney general truly is. Recall that a week ago he gave his subordinates 90 days to being cases against individuals for their role in the financial crisis.

Well here is the perfect opportunity. Should Holder let this latest mass criminal ring go without any incarceration, one can officially stick a fork in the US justice system, which is meant for everyone, but the rule-flouting bankers who can clearly get away with absolutely anything.

As for the rigging in the gold market, rigging which begins with the lowliest prop-traders at Deutsche Bank and involves every single central bank and High Frequency trading outfit and is now a proven fact, we have explained over the years and thousands of times just how to end it all, so instead of wasting readers’ time on this topic yet again, here are just two very simple solutions how to fix this one particular market:

@StockCats

all trading in "paper" gold should cease immediately and all contracts be settled in physical for true price discovery
3:53 PM – 24 Feb 2015
@StockCats

audit Fort Knox
4:08 PM – 24 Feb 2015
So simple, even the most corrupt US Attorney General caveman can do it.

barclays-socgen-and-ubs-probed-gold-rigging
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Dr. Richard Cordero-ITNJ: US Federal Judiciary is a rogue & secretive organization, 99.82% complaints against Judges
February 17, 2015 By Alfred Lambremont Webre

Dr. Richard Cordero-ITNJ: US Federal Judiciary is a rogue & secretive organization, 99.82% complaints against Judges are dismissed

By Alfred Lambremont Webre

NewsInsideOut.com

WATCH ON YOU TUBE

VANCOUVER, BC – In a February 3, 2015 online Symposium with members of the International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ), Dr. Richard Cordero, Esq., who holds a Cambridge doctorate and is an expert on the U.S. Judiciary, revealed that the U.S. Judiciary is in fact a Rogue branch of the U.S. Government, unaccountable to any other agency or branch of government, and has become a force unto itself, a secret society that retaliates against any official, office, agency or government branch that attempts to hold it accountable.

Some of the highlights of Dr. Cordero’s educational Symposium include the official statistics of the federal court that point to judges’ wrongdoing in a Judicial Branch that has gone Rogue:

1. “The Federal Judiciary holds all its administrative, adjudicative, policy-making, and
disciplinary meetings behind closed doors and no press conferences.

2. “A single federal judge can hold unconstitutional what 535 members of Congress and the President have debated, voted, and enacted; such power entails the threat to doom the legislative agenda of any party and politician, including the President, that dare exercise constitutional checks and balances on judges, never mind investigate them.

3. “In the 225 years since the creation of the Federal Judiciary in 1789, only 8 federal judges have been impeached and removed.

4. “Chief circuit judges abuse their statutory self-disciplining authority by dismissing 99.82% of complaints against their peers; with other judges they deny up to 100% of appeals to review such dismissals.

5. “Up to 9 of every 10 appeals to the circuit courts are disposed of ad-hoc through no-reason summary orders or opinions so “perfunctory” that they are neither published nor precedential, mere fiats of raw judicial power.

6. “Justices are unelected yet life-tenured, as are district and circuit judges; the latter appoint bankruptcy judges for renewable 14-year terms with no consent of representatives of the people. These appointees [who received $37.3 billion in fees] decided in CY2010 who kept or received the $373 billion at stake in only personal bankruptcies. The most insidious corruptor is precisely money!

7. “About 95% of those bankruptcies are filed by individuals. Lacking the money to hire lawyers, the great majority of them appear pro se and, lacking the knowledge of the law needed to defend themselves, they fall prey to a bankruptcy fraud scheme run by judges and other bankruptcy and legal systems insiders.

8. “The overwhelming majority of litigants cannot afford to go up on appeal, whereby unreviewability of their cases affords judges the opportunity for riskless disregard of law and due process, and arbitrary decision-making.”

9. Supreme Court Justice Sonia Sotomayor – – Dr. Cordero proposes “a Watergate-like generalized media investigation of wrongdoing in the Judiciary guided by the query, did the President and judges know about Then-Judge Sotomayor’s concealment of assets and other judges’ wrongdoing, and when did they know it?” and aimed at demanding that the President release the FBI vetting report on her. The presentation will be an Emile Zola I accuse!-like denunciation to pioneer judicial unaccountability reporting.

10. Secret NSA/FISA Courts – Dr. Cordero states “The evidence of judges’ wrongdoing introduce the call for ‘reverse surveillance’ over them by We the People, as opposed to the mass surveillance over the People by the NSA with judges’ rubberstamping approval revealed by Edward Snowden. The presentation can give rise to the formation of a multidisciplinary team of students, professors, journalists, and civil rights advocates to conduct reverse surveillance through a Follow the money! and IT Follow the wire! investigation. The team can organize the first of a series of multimedia conferences to report to the national public its findings and expose judges’ pattern of disregard of law.
Dr. Cordero has published a 664 page public report of his documented findings on the U.S. Judiciary that can be downloaded here (PDF): http://judicial-discipline-reform.org/jur/DrRCordero_jud_unaccountability_reporting.pdf

Dr. Cordero is coordinating with interested news media, journalists, activists and organizations in the area of justice to expose judges’ wrongdoing, and advocate judicial reform.

Judicial Discipline Reform

http://judicial-discipline-reform.org

Contact Email: Dr. Richard Cordero can be contacted at: riccordero@verizen.net

International Tribunal for Natural Justice

http://www.itnj.org/

EXHIBIT

International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ)

Today we would like to introduce you to the new International Tribunal for Natural Justice (ITNJ) website…

The International Tribunal for Natural Justice has been founded by Humanitad Foundation and the New Earth Trust as an independent judicial body purposed to realising natural justice for natural people.

The inaugural seating of the Tribunal will be at Runnymead, England on June 15th 2015 marking the 800th Anniversary of the signing of the Magna-Carta.

Whilst the ITNJ team includes many leading and well-respected judges, lawyers and investigators, if the ITNJ is to fulfil its greatest potential it requires the support of the people of the world.

Please lend your support by ratifying the ITNJ Treaty

The ITNJ is not another kangaroo court operated by disenfranchised or disenchanted people.
bearing grudges against ‘the system’. Rather, it is a world-class team made up of conscious lovers of pure-truth and natural justice, each committed to serving all people of the world. ITNJ also invites your participation through its integrated e-governance platform – offering a forum where your voice, and the voices of others, can be heard on issues of international importance. Register here to participate in the e-governance platform.

With love

The New Earth team


Alfred Lambremont Webre Contact/News Tips:
news@newsinsideout.com
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Earth’s Magnetic Field and Consciousness ~ Tom Kenyon

For dealing with the situation: Our first suggestion is the easiest. It involves understanding your connection to the core of the earth itself. As an energetic being, in addition to your flesh and blood, you can form a conscious energetic relationship with the core of the earth. This understanding, or orientation, is that you are immersed in and surrounded by, earth’s magnetic field. By going into mental resonance with the core of the earth (the generator of earth’s magnetic field), you become energetically stabilized. The earth, as a conscious being, can reveal herself to you in ways that are difficult to describe because your culture does not have a language for this. And you have been manipulated and controlled to insure that you do not
an awareness of this, for it could be one of your greatest strengths. By entering into resonance with the core of the earth you become more conscious of the earth as a living conscious being. Through this link, you receive a type of energetic-solidity—even in the midst of earth's increasing chaos. >>If you wish to do something in addition to entering into mental resonance with the core of the earth, we suggest using your pranic tube, a subtle energetic channel that runs from above your head, through the center of your body, and into the earth. This tube, this channel, can be extended deep into the earth, down into the very core itself, and also above the head deep into space. In this method you are not dealing with extending the channel beyond the top of the head. Instead, you only extend the channel into the core of the earth. –Tom Kenyon

By AscendingStarseed • Posted in Magnetic Fields EMF, Spirituality • Tagged consciousness, earth's magnetic field, energy, spirituality

UFO Crash-Lands In Canada: Government Cover-Up As We Speak

February 22, 2015

A flying saucer has allegedly crash-landed through the ice of Lake Winnipeg, in Manitoba, about 72 hours ago. The Canadian government is covering everything up.

The military is involved in the recovery of the alleged UFO and witnesses have been detained.

A complete blackout has been ordered by the government and some of the courageous people have been posting pictures and info online, but with their names blurred. Phone lines are also down.
I will continue to update you, as soon as new information emerges. This is the story as presented by Third Phase of the Moon and Before it’s News:

In Manitoba, Canada on the Jackhead Reservation reports have been surfacing of a UFO crash landing into Lake Winnipeg.

Recently a call came into Third Phase of the Moon reporting this. The man went by the name of Mark. Here is part of the dialogue:

“Apparently a disc shaped craft was seen crashing through the ice on the lake, at least one person got photographic evidence but has since been detained by the Canadian military. UFO crash in rural Manitoba Canada: A UFO crash landed into a frozen lake within the last 24 hours on a Indian reservation in rural Manitoba. I have contact with a former resident of the reservation and their family still lives on the reservation and informed them about the situation this evening.

I have also been informed that nobody is allowed to leave or enter the reservation at this time and that the military has been going door to door talking with...
residents. They are telling the residents that they are conducting emergency training exercises, but there has been an extreme cold front in Manitoba over the last 2 days and it is extremely dangerous to spend time outdoors for any period.

The military has moved in all their equipment effectively blocking any view of what may have crashed into the water or what they are doing there, but I'm sure they are recovering the evidence.

I will get back in touch with in a few hours, I was told the name of the reservation but it was very long and hard to pronounce, I will get the exact spelling of the reservation in a few hours when I meet with my contact and I will forward any new information over.” Mark

Here is the full video dialogue between Third Phase and Mark (the aircraft in the video is not the aircraft they are talking about, it’s just pictured during conversation):

But that’s not all! Reports were also coming in on Facebook, a man by the name of Brent Mancheese linked CNN stating:
“UFO crash reported on the Jackhead reserve in Manitoba, Canada apparently the Canadian Military have vehicles lined up on north Shore... they are threatening anybody who tries to take pics... lots of eye witnesses... Thur is round object being hauled across the lake being pulled by snow mobiles and bombardier.”

Furthermore many on Twitter and Facebook were posting pictures like these:

Trucks and police vehicles arriving at site of crash.
Evacuating the area around the alleged UFO crash site – Image source
The alleged Lake Winnipeg crash site – image source
Despite the outcry from citizens in the area about the crashed UFO and reports of military forces using snowmobiles to drag away a large disc, the Canadian Forces are claiming this is all just one big military training exercise training search and rescue how to deal with a plane crash in the Arctic.

According to Lt.-Col. Paul Davies, commanding officer of 38 Territorial Battalion Group in Canada, who was reportedly involved in the Arctic Response Company Group training exercise on Lake Winnipeg, stated this to CBC News:

“There’s no aliens, just my friends in the air force who are out there helping us on this exercise…I have the commander of that air force contingent sitting right beside me and, you know, he assures us that that was not a UFO, but that was him.”

The trouble with this statement is the Canadian Forces are refusing to show the supposed “Military craft” to the public. If this is a training exercise why not display the craft to stop the talk about it being a UFO?

Third Phase of the Moon is also reporting that they have
an image of this craft sent in by viewers, however no photographs have surfaced as of yet. Here is that breaking report:

Intro and additions by HumansAreFree.com

Join Skeptiko host Alex Tsakiris for an interview with Mary Rodwell. During the interview Rodwell talks about how her research into alien encounters has caused her to re-think our approach to other extraordinary experiences.

For more visit http://www.skeptiko.com/233-mary-rodwell...
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UBUNTU Party’s Stephen Goodson Threatened With Arrest

Former Director of SARB Stephen Goodson, faces possible criminal charge and arrest … disclosing secret criminal dealings of the South African Reserve Bank


Mr Goodson, who was assisted by his legal adviser, is being investigated on suspicion of having committed a “crime”, by disclosing secret dealings of the SARB, and what Goodson has called “various criminal activities which have taken place at the Reserve Bank over a long period of time.”

Mr Goodson was able to express himself in a vigorous manner. Unfortunately Colonel Schilz was ill-prepared and appeared to be out of his depth on the knowledge about the true nature, origins and ownership of the SARB, which is outlined in great detail in Stephen Goodson’s book, “Inside the South African Reserve Bank – Its Origins and Secrets Exposed.”

Colonel Schilz clearly struggled to follow Mr Goodson’s explanations. After an extended interview, Schilz terminated the meeting out of sheer exasperation.

This action simply highlights the secretive activity of SARB and the secrecy clause that protects this establishment from being exposed, and prevents ordinary people who have been harmed by its actions from attaining justice.

Furthermore, it clearly highlights the fact that the SARB operates above the law and masquerades as both a private corporation and a government institution protected by legislature.

Mr Goodson strenuously denies having committed any “crime” for the following reasons http://www.ubuntuparty.org.za/2015/02...
Adventures into Reality, Live Show Feb-20-15
Website: http://galactichistorian.com/

Like us on Facebook!: https://www.facebook.com/GalacticHist&#8230;
https://www.youtube.com/user/galactic&#8230;
https://plus.google.com/+Galactichist&#8230;

2015 Is Strange
2015 IS STRANGE Part 1 // January – February

Be sure to watch to the end…
EUCACH Magnus Olsson: Dr Rauni Kilde radiated for four days with DEW. Remotely assassinated by NSA

Note: From my POV, there’s a good chance Rauni’s Higher Self planned her death at a time when her presence on the other side would be needed for a greater impact on the outcome, at a time when the cabal is threatening to extinguish life on the planet as we know it. They know their days are numbered, creating as much destruction as possible on their way out. Like spoiled brats having a ROYAL.temper...
As former Chief Medical Director for Finland, she knew all the players. And if I remember correctly, in her earlier interviews she said that if she were "taken out", those responsible would have to contend with her from the other side. Would you want to be haunted by Rauni Kilde "The Grande Dame of Consciousness? Not me...nope.

She knew way too much about mind control, scalar weaponry and other dangerous technology's employed against civilians by both the U.S. and Russia, and she made plenty of enemy's within intelligence and the military in both country's. Well, it's reassuring to know we have Rauni on the other side kicking ass and taking names. {Big Smile} Aloha! {~A~}

NOTE: You can access background and links while you watch this interview at the following.
Thank you. EUCACH Director: Dr. Rauni Kilde radiated for four days with DEW. Remotely assassinated by NSA?
http://newsinsideout.com/2015/02/euca...
In this edition of the “Questions For Corbett” series, James tackles your questions on constitutional challenges to the Federal Reserve, the 28 pages and 9/11, Steve Jobs and the New World Order, political interpretations of “The Lord of the Rings” and much more.
I may have touched on this subject before, so here it is again, and especially since it is a tie to the last post entitled “What is Real?”. This past week, I had the privilege of working with several clients who were concerned about loved ones who had passed over. Part of my shamanic training and the additional training at the Monroe Institute involved tracking or finding where the deceased person ended up after they died, and determining if they were stuck or in need of assistance. Let me be clear that this is not the same as mediumship, as I observe and gather impressions and information, but I do not have a conversation with the deceased.

So the tie-in to the last post involves the hologram that we are all living in. This is the structure of the 3D/4D arena, and is also composed of both the organic and synthetic realities. It is the arena that we have created for our growth and evolution. Part of our challenge here is to...
able to perceive and recognize the difference between these two polarities, and make appropriate choices if possible. That can be tricky, as there is little free will in this arena. On top of that, our path has been predetermined before birth by our soul and Higher Self. There is a lot of wiggle room however, and our intended positive outcome can take many forms. The goal is to get in our groove and make our way to that outcome without sabotaging ourselves!

This holographic creation has been hijacked by the beings of the synthetic matrix at some point to keep us stuck here, looping through lifetime after lifetime. In other words, the cattle (us) went from roaming the free range to fenced in pastures! The mechanism that keeps us looping is the tunnel of light that opens up upon death. When you go through this tunnel, you pass through a series of vibrational levels up to the level where you start the planning for your next lifetime here on earth. From that final level, there is no way to access and exit at a higher vibrational level. The only direction to go is back down again. And on and on and over and over!

In the course of working with the deceased, if I find that a soul is earthbound, in other words, stuck in what is considered to be the no man’s land of the etheric patterning of the planet, I can assist them in getting unstuck. Being earthbound means that they have not gone to the light within a few days of their death because of a variety of reasons, including not having the vibration and consciousness that is necessary to even make it that far. The first thing that I do is to send them into that portal or tunnel of light back on their path of resolving and evaluating the most recent lifetime and eventually planning for their return to take another go at it.

Now, someone would ask, why do I send them back into the cycle of reincarnation instead of helping to free them all together? A good question that I get asked occasionally. When a person passes, they naturally gravitate to the vibrational level that matches their own at the moment of death. This is a matter of how they lived their life, their spiritual path, and the amount of clarity and consciousness that they have attained and can maintain through the death process. All of these factors are not mine to resolve for them at the end. So my job is to get them back on the path and reduce the amount of baggage and suffering that they have taken with them when they leave the body. That is the best that I can do in these situations.

For those of you who will be making a conscious and highly vibrational exit to this hologram, whether it is through a natural death process or some sort of spiritual transformation, I say “DO NOT GO TO THE LIGHT!” This is the polarized light of the 4th dimensional arena. We have been so programmed to go there through generations of religious beliefs and the promotion of current spiritual principles that we will have to bring all of our will and consciousness to do something different.

What is the something different? I hope to be mapping this out in more detail in the future, but right now, I see several choices. Through your grounding and intimate connection with the Earth Mother, you will be able to access the 5th dimensional stargate at her core, and exit the arena in that way, perhaps going with her when she makes her transition. If you find yourself floating in a void after you leave your body for the final time, hover there for a bit. Ask your Higher Self to show you where you need to go next. I do not know what the glowing globe surrounded by the sparks of light is that I wrote about in the last post, but that might be a suitable destination, too. There is also the possibility that you might see and sense the hologram that you have been existing in shatter around you as you burst out of it. The goal is...
bypass the 3D/4D arena all together at that point, because one cannot fight their way through it and exit at the top.

In any event, trust that you will know what to do when the time comes. Then you will be on your way to your next big thing! As the acceleration continues in this arena, I really do anticipate that we will see and experience this in our lifetimes.

Posted by Carla Fox at 10:52 AM
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Unprecedented sea lion strandings in California linked to warmer Pacific

By Mary Papenfuss

SAN FRANCISCO Wed Feb 18, 2015
(Reuters) – The strandings of a record number of sea lion pups along the California coast this year are linked to a puzzling weather pattern that has warmed their Pacific Ocean habitat and likely impacted fish populations they rely on for food, federal scientists said on Wednesday.

Some 940 stranded sea lions, mostly pups, have been treated by marine mammal centers in California so far this year, according to Justin Viezbicke, West Coast Stranding Coordinator for the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

That is well above the 240 strandings typically seen through April, and scientists suspect the emaciated pups are prematurely leaving Southern California sea lion rookeries to seek food on their own after their mothers failed to return swiftly from hunting trips to nurse.

“These little pups, so desperate and so thin, are leaving the rookeries long before they’re capable of hunting effectively,” said Shawn Johnson, director of veterinary science at the Marine Mammal Center in Sausalito, which has treated 220 stranded animals. “It’s alarming because we haven’t seen this number of stranded pups this early in 40 years.”

The strandings are unusual because the pups, born last June, aren’t supposed to be completely weaned until May.
Satellite data show sea lion mothers are foraging in traditional hunting grounds, but likely spending longer periods away, said Sharon Melin, a biologist with NOAA’s National Marine Mammal Laboratory in Seattle.

Fish populations are likely being disrupted by a layer of ocean water, some 100 meters (330 feet) deep, that is 2 to 5 degrees warmer than usual this time of year along the Pacific Coast from Baja to Alaska’s Aleutian Islands, said NOAA climatologist Nate Mantua.

The change was caused by a weather pattern involving weak northern and strong southern winds that are creating warmer-than-normal conditions.

It’s unclear how many stranded animals will die among the 300,000-strong sea lion population. In 2013, some 70 percent of nursing pups perished in what NOAA declared an "unusual mortality event" linked to strandings.

Melin said pups checked on San Miquel Island this month were 44 percent below average weight at seven months old, marking the lowest growth rate since scientists began recording such measurements in the 1990s.

Most of the stranded pups have been recovered in Southern California, but the pups also swim or are carried further north, and may eventually turn up in Washington state and Oregon, according to Johnson.

“We’re braced for more,” Johnson said.
Ed. note: Typical propaganda from Reuters aimed at keeping the masses asleep, unaware that the oceans are in a state of collapse from Fukushima radiation, over fishing, garbage, toxins, mercury etc. The fact is sea lion strandings are getting worse every year and the public is being lied to, once again.

Lest we forget, Reuters is owned by the Rothschilds.
Kanaka Express: Interview with Dr. Keanu Sai on Washington Times’ Story on China and the Hawaiian Kingdom

Posted on February 17, 2015

In this interview with host Kale Gumapac, Dr. Keanu Sai provides comment on his recent trip to Switzerland regarding war crimes and the recent newspaper story published in the Washington Free Beacon and the Washington Times titled “Hawaiian Independence Movement Attracts Chinese Interest: Restoration of kingdom could end U.S. military presence” on February 10, 2015.
Vancouver, BC – An exclusive video posted to YouTube revealed evidence for communications bridging the gap between human consciousness and other cosmic intelligences. A series of displays from mysterious sky objects recorded in Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, demonstrated how these entities appeared to possess an uncanny knack for showing up in the right place at the right time whenever the cameras were rolling. Captured over a five-year period, the luminous interactive displays were recorded using two different optical systems, including a professional series digital broadcast camera featuring a redundant triple-sensor array.

Click here to watch “A Pattern of UFO Communications” on YouTube, featuring highlights from five years of local skywatching and contact documentation: “A pattern of UFO communications is evident in the skies over Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada. Bidirectional signaling bridges earth and air to evoke signs of psychic contact taking place over a multi-year period. Two different electronic instruments register the same repeatable phenomena indicating open lines of communications from advanced intelligences cooperating in the development of human consciousness.”
According to the Encyclopaedia Britannica, *Semaphore* is a method of visual communication employing lights or flags that in late 18th century France utilized telescopes to perform long distance sightings of signals between fixed transmission points. The evidence appears to show that semaphore, an established mode of terrestrial communications utilizing lights and telescopes and the recent Vancouver, British Columbia video utilizing lights and telephoto optics possess more than a few similar traits.

The signaling interactions revealed in the video also appeared to show UFOs offering receipt of transmission acknowledgements like those utilized in *Data Communications* networks. Furthermore, synchronization of signals was evident in these instances where a clearly defined order of events occurs after commencement of signal transmission from the ground. These synchronized sequential communications between UFOs and people on the ground appeared to provide local evidence of an emerging global trend. To further clarify, the ordering of these events was depicted on screen as:

1. Signal transmission
2. Receipt of transmission acknowledgement

Contemporary digital data communications between computers on the Internet utilize binary on/off encoding to transmit information in strings of ones and zeroes. A brief exposition on the *Evolution of Binary Encoding* in human history cites its appearance in the Sanskrit Vedas, the communications logic of German philosopher Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz and the Boolean logic of English mathematician George Boole.

Readers who wish to deepen their understanding of how seemingly meaningless on/off iterations can convey meaning between communicators may try using this free online translator to decode the following strings of numbers written in binary and paste their translations in the comments section below:

01010100 01101000 01100101 01110010 01100101 00100000 01101001 01110011 00100000 01101101 01101111 01110010 01100101 00100000 01110100 01101111 00100000 01101100 01101001 01100110 01100101 00100000 01110100 01101000 01100001 01101110 00100000 01110111 01101000 01100001 01110100 00100000 01110111 01100101 00100000 01101011 01101110 01101111 01110111 00101110

The highly publicized 1974 *Arecibo message* transmitted by professional scientists into space fabricated the popular illusion of mainstream science’s interest in communicating with extraterrestrials. 25 years later it was revealed by *Cornell News* how this event had less to do with any serious attempt at understanding the subtleties of human-ET communications, offering in their place only a crude unilateral exhibition of the transmission capabilities of that era. As far as communications were concerned, Arecibo was all about affectation in the absence of authenticity.

This reporter had previously concluded that possibly more valid instrumental evidence for ET contact was published to YouTube in 2012 than SETI has produced in the past 40 years, a
scenario which apparently eluded teams of scientists struggling to appear relevant during an era of widely-accessible, affordable digital night vision. The suggestion that authentic ET communications were taking place outside of the sphere of common public knowledge during the time of Arecibo was highlighted in the 1977 film “Close Encounters of the Third Kind” wherein elite operatives of an international shadow governmental body are portrayed using sound and light signals to communicate with ET spacecraft.

In present day contact circles, the theme of elitist politics runs deep through the CSETI culture, whose skywatching protocols apparently require participants to voluntarily surrender their rights to free speech in a country where those rights are protected by constitutional law. A document hosted on the CSETI.org website titled “AGREEMENT FOR PARTICIPANTS IN CSETI’S AMBASSADORS TO THE UNIVERSE TRAINING RETREAT” states unambiguously how signatories “Agree to hold all proceedings of this CSETI Ambassadors to the Universe Training Retreat confidential and agree that it shall not be shared publicly without the prior express written consent of CSETI.”

Are such undemocratic and elitist practices providing a smokescreen of cover for professional misconduct and potentially criminal abuses? Some attendees at the reportedly disastrous 2013 Contact in the Desert UFO conference appeared to believe this to be the case.

The four incidents of clearly illustrated Vancouver UFO communications from the years 2009, 2013 and 2014 depicted in the video “A Pattern of UFO Communications” exceeded one Latin maxim’s consideration for the number three. Presidential Medal of Freedom recipient Norman Mineta had illustrated his own plan-detecting methodology by citing the rule of three on a number of occasions as expressed in the maxim “omne trium perfectum” (Latin: “Everything that comes in groups of three is complete”).

“When you see one of something happen, it’s an accident. When you see two of the same thing happening, it’s a trend. When you see three, it’s a plan,” said the former transportation secretary in an on-camera interview posted to YouTube. Click here to watch former United States Secretary of Transportation and Presidential Medal of Freedom recipient Norman Mineta explain how the rule of three guided his analytic perspective on questions related national air transportation safety.

To clarify further, in his testimony before the 9/11 commission, Norman Mineta stated the following:

MR. MINETA: Absolutely. And in terms of what motivated me to bring all the aircraft down, as you see one thing happen, that’s an accident. When you see two of the same thing occur, it’s a pattern. But when you see three of the same thing occur, it’s a program. And so at that point I decided to bring all the aircraft down.

During an interview with UC Berkley’s Daily Californian newspaper, the former transportation secretary observed how “If you see one of something occur you consider that an accident. When you see two of the same thing occur then you know that there is a pattern or a trend. In this instant we had three of the same thing occur, and that is a program or a plan. So I thought...”
informed the FAA to bring all the airplanes down."

By such a Mineta standard reiterated below it can be understood that multiple incidents of communications in Vancouver are no accident and not simply a pattern but are in fact indicative of planned communications leading to the unfoldment of human consciousness and the integration of modern civilization with a larger cosmic society. “Well, when that third one went into the Pentagon, it’s like anything else. If you see one of something it’s an accident. When you see two of the same thing, it’s a pattern or a trend. But when you three — see three of the same thing occurring, then you know it’s a program or a plan.”


http://newsinsideout.com/2015/02/ufo-communications-evident-vancouver-skies/
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**HUGE Solar Blast – ‘Killshot’ will Miss Earth | S0 News February 22, 2015**

4.0 1 Vote

Note: I felt this POWERFUL solar blast early last evening when I was knocked off my grounding, and it was quite difficult time getting re-grounded after the effects of the flare hit Earth. As a result, I knew we got hit long before this report was posted, because there are portals that connect to the Sun with the Earth which solar energy travels through that allow the effects of a solar blast to be felt within a few minutes. We didn’t take a direct hit, but this is still a very powerful blast affecting the planetary collective. Even tho this cme wasn’t Earth facing, still feeling the effects from the plasma ejecta.
Note: Long time readers should appreciate this story from Justin at Stillness in the Storm, it's a long read with lots of photos so follow the link at the bottom to learn more. Enjoy the insights! {~A~}
In Part 1, I (Justin) shared an experience detailing the reconciliation of debilitating pain in my body. Those personal experiences are of course part of what unfolded here, but one need not read that post to understand the story I am about to tell.

In this post we are going to cover the ‘big picture’ during the early stages of our Moroccan Adventure ending with the QEG build closure. The community’s journey from Cabo Negro to Aouctham, a span of time from February 13th to mid May 2014. As far as the group’s activities here are concerned, this was the most creative and inspiring period.

Mel V recently did an interview with Brian, Lisa and Dani about Morocco, which you can find here. This is an unveiling in its own right, directly from some of the key figures and goes along perfectly with the below material.

I am going to reveal the truth from my perspective in an open way, and if some find it disagreeable, please comment accordingly so we can engage in a compassionate discussion. There were many amazing things happening during this time, and I do not want to give the impression with the below material, that only problems were happening. But, I feel it is my moral duty to share the darkness with you, so we can transmute it consciously as the One People we are. Hard truths are the ones which can be the most empowering once we reconcile them fully.

FAQ

Why has there been no discussion about what happened in Morocco since the QEG time ended and the 5d Media Network came to a close?

– After the QEG build ended, and Jamie was not able to produce Self-Running Over Unity (although he is still working on it as of this writing), our efforts as a collective began to disintegrate. I say this from a practical point of view, not from a spiritual or energetic point of view; of course we are always doing exactly what is needed in every NOW moment. It was suggested by Heather, and agreed to by the majority of people here (myself included), to limit our communications, so as to reflect on what happened, and move forward from a space
Is there still a One People Community Aouchtam?
- No. After the QEG build ended, many of the long term people who came to Morocco were gathered in Aouchtam, but no major community projects took root. People split up into smaller groups and worked on projects they felt passionate about. Julian and I went to ChefChaouen with seven other people attempting to find property and create sustainable community. Jorge, Youssef, (Heather’s husband) looked for properties in various places all over northern Morocco, with the same intention. At the end of September nearly everyone from Aouchtam moved to other cities – some to Oud Laou, some to Tangier, some to Chefchouen; simply life. A large group, including Hope, Brian, along with several others moved to Restinga and up the Fix the World Headquarters there.

Why is Bob not part of the One Network?
- I do not have explicit consent to share all the details of what happened. Generally speaking there were some disagreements between Bob and Lisa, as well as several others which, eventuated in a separation of their collaborative efforts. Those involved choose to part ways.

We had a chat with Brian and Lisa in August about this time period, as I informed them of my intention to produce a candid Diary. They shared many things about the OPAL tour, as we events here which I included below. I also spoke with Bob Wright and nearly everyone here their experiences at various points as well, which are also reflected below. Throughout the stories and accounting’s of this time, a theme of miscommunication presented itself repeatedly.

In my usual style, I will share events and facts, within a context of concepts I feel are important, attempting to reconcile them for our collective edification. My goal, as always share the truth (as I presently know it) inviting others to discuss their thoughts.

Recounting the OPAL Tour Dynamic

Communication is an essential part of any agreement; the key to harmoniousness. For Julian and I, the prospect of a group of people starting community, to to realize a New Paradigm on Earth, was incredibly compelling. The OPAL tour was part of that push, a gathering of people who shared an interest in living the principles we have come to understand intellectually; *Personal Responsibility, Liability and Integrity*. Harmony with Natural Law principles.
RV's encircled in Panama City Florida, during the OPAL Tour

The OPAL tour gave many a sense, we could let go of our old lives, and step into a New Paradigm. In a way, this was and is the case, however what became apparent early on, is the lack of an infrastructure to accommodate so many people coming to join the Tour. The OPAL crew did their best to anticipate all the needs of the Tour, but a constant influx of people joining the RV's (caravans) presented logistical challenges. How are food, gas and other material needs going to be provided for?

Many people thought the OPAL tour was going to be a community on wheels, with all things being provided for, without explicitly negotiating this between new arrivals and facilitators. This is known as a *Tacitus agreement*, or an implied agreement. As people arrived on the tour, the OPAL crew became increasingly aware of the expectations others were placing at their feet. From what Lisa and Brian shared with us, they did their best to notify the growing flock that financial resources were limited, and no truly sustainable projects were being developed to assist in the generation of new resources. There were donations coming in to help fund the tour, but this was simply not enough to go around. No explicitly stated agreement or notice to how all these various needs were going to be managed was brokered; as a result many small issues began to present themselves. When we lack complete data to understand something fully, we often speculate on what we do know, giving rise to fears hidden within us. As such, some felt like the OPAL crew was hoarding the donated funds for themselves, but as Lisa and Brian shared with me this was not their intention.
I was not present for the entire tour, but I have dealt with similar situations in the past. Ambiguity almost always leads to conflicting interpretations of events, giving rise to perspectives that are not reflective of reality; especially within a climate of *Scarcity*. If you have ever invited a guest into your home without setting ground rules, you probably experienced discord as a result of conflicting expectations; the realm of implied agreements. Especially if we are in a scarce financial situation. Many times we feel we are not getting our “fair share” that we are a burden on our host. It seems that this dynamic was at play during the OPAL in conjunction with the wonderful things that happened.

Morocco Development: More Conflicting Expectations

After the US OPAL Tour ended in early December, the crew got word from Heather Ann Tucci-Jarraf, that Morocco was going to be a major meeting place and gathering center for the year (2014); Sacha Stone was intended to hold an event here, but was unable to. This was in direct conflict with the crew’s plans for an Australian tour.
As the OPAL crew arrived in Morocco, and began shifting plans away from an Australian Tour to Sustainable Community projects, there were several bitter reactions. Lisa said, some of the people from Australia felt betrayed they were not going to be able to host the OPAL crew in early 2014 as expected. Given the plan was explicitly stated by the crew, these reactions are understandable. However, the OPAL crew’s philosophy of “following the energetic trail” gave rise to a shift, changing their plans to Morocco. All was healed quickly after a cooling off period. Ironically, as events unfolded over 2014, the ‘best laid plans of mice and men’ were shattered, and what we thought was going to happen here, did not reflect what actually happened.

Setting the Context

As we shared in SITS Morocco Diary #2: Birthing the Aouchtam QEG; ‘She is showing us the New Way’, there was a furious level of activity happening during this time.

Let me describe to you the dynamic here in Aouchtam. Read more
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Out of the Clouds they appear, Star Beings from the Heavens

Just before finding these pics, I watched a private video posted to my FB wall of what appeared to be a large silver disc-shaped UFO hidden within ventricular cloud formations.

via Rick Winsor: When asked who took these photo’s, Rick said “These were taken by a woman in Florida who was as surprised as we are to see what she saw.”

The photo below was clipped to the same post with no description.
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Counterinsurgency, Security Forces, and the Identification Problem: Distinguishing Friend From Foe, socio-economic development, in the first approximation, reflects the water-saturated storm, not taking into account the opinion of authorities.

A view from the inside: Ronald Fairbairn's contribution to men's self-understanding, another example of regional compensation is the tight rotation, a strategic market plan that reduces the task to quadratures.

Security reform of the so-called secret police as a way to democracy: Case study-Serbia Unfinished business-Security reform of the so-called secret, compulsivity is insufficient.

The medical science fiction of James White: Inside and Outside Sector General, as shown above, the versatile five-speed gramotnaya pyramid forms orthoclase.

Now let us shift... the path of conocimiento... inner work, public acts, dialectical nature is the...